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Sparks, NV – Legola
Via Seating is proud to announce its launch of Legola – a unique, modular, flexible product that easily
transforms into multiple configurations taking unproductive spaces and reconstructing into genuine places
for meeting, sharing, and quiet productive work environments.
Legola is 100% modular with unlimited application possibilities – easily adapting to common areas, lounges
and offices. This instrumental product enables design studios to personalize their projects, making them
unique with a touch of class and modernity. Legola components, fully patented, have acoustic sound
suppression – making open areas a little more private while still allowing for collaboration.
Legola can match your needs for almost any space being reconfigured over and over again, with its wide
range of fabrics and accessories (desks, shelves, tables, etc) - the personalized touches are endless.
via seating’s continued commitment to sustainability and reducing their footprint is furthered with the
addition of Legola. Legola products have undergone rigorous and independent test procedures to achieve the
VOC certification. In addition, Legola has also been independently tested and complies with the most
rigorous standards ANSI/BIFMA M7.1-2011. These products help to achieve accreditations for “indoor
environment quality” within the LEED evaluation protocol (Leadership in Energy and Environment Design).
Via Seating is committed to excellence and meeting the needs of the ever changing, flexible and comfortable
work, collaboration and lounge environments. via seating has been in business for close to 30 years and has
always specialized in high quality, comfortable, ergonomic seating products – its addition of modular,
lounge, workstations is something that’s extremely exciting for the company as it heads a whole new
direction.
The simplicity of the LEGOLA design - its clean lines and innovative flexibility, gives personality and
refinement to this furnishing system.
About Via Seating
Founded almost 30 years ago in Sparks, Nevada, Via Seating manufactures and distributes contract seating
solutions specifically designed for North American customers. Their portfolio of products covers; executive,
conference, task, multipurpose, motion, outdoor and lounge seating. Via Seating is a seating specialist and
was the first to offer its entire range of seating within a 48hour manufacturing time.
Company profile of Orlandini Design – the Creators of Legola
Orlandini Design – a widely acclaimed Italian Studio, was created by Paolo Orlandini, an office furniture
designer for more than 40 years. He is responsible for the creation of Legola.
His creations have been awarded a number of prestigious international acknowledgments including “Best of
NeoCon Chicago”, “Grand Prix de l’innovation a Paris”, “Chicago Athenaeum Good Design Award”, and
“The International Best Design of Year 2013”.
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